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A foetus
was found in
aircraft’s
toilet

A

irports Company South
Africa (Acsa) confirmed
that a foetus was found on
one of the local aircrafts at the
King Shaka International Airport
in Durban on Friday morning.
While cleaning the waste management system of a plane, technical
crew members on FlySafair aircrafts came across a disposed foetus.
“We immediately halted the process of draining the system and
alerted the relevant authorities who
have been on the scene ever since.
This was the first flight of the day
for this particular aircraft, so it
could’ve been from the morning or
the night before,” said FlySafair’s
Kirby Gordon.
Passengers were asked to disembark while management arranged
for travellers to take another aircraft.

D

uduzani Zuma appeared in
the Randburg Magistrate
Court on Thursday morning
for the closing arguments of his culpable homicide case to which he
pleaded not guilty.Zuma will learn his
fate on July 12 when the judge gives
his verdict.

Senior Counsel for Duduzani Zuma
Mike Hellens argued that, “no one
knows what exactly happened but we
know that aquaplaning took place.”
Zuma crashed into a minibus taxi in
2014 on the M1 south, resulting in the
death of Phumzile Dube.

Hellens added that there is no principle that says if you aquaplane, the
driver should automatically take
blame, but it all deepened on the circumstances it happened.
“There was a puddle of water and a
reasonable driver would not have
foreseen it.”

He argued that there is no evidence
Former President Jacob Zuma and his that Zuma was travelling at a high State prosecutor Yusuf Baba said it
sister Duduzile were in court to show speed when he overtook the minibus was up to the court to rule on whether
him support.
Zuma was negligent when driving.
taxi.

Multichoice to retrench more
than 2000 employees
“This has not been an easy decision to make”

S

outh African trade union said
on Friday that Naspers’ newly
listed pay-television business
Multichoice Group had notified
workers of its intention to retrench
1,790 workers.
MultiChoice says fewer customers
are using the call-in and walk-in
centres.
CEO Calvo Mawela also cited
increased competition from additional players in the industry and unregulated OTT platforms.
“This has not been an easy decision
to make but, in a business driven by
advancing technologies, we must
continue to drive efficiencies yet be
agile enough to adapt to evolving
customer needs to ensure that we
remain relevant, competitive and
sustainable,” Mawela said.
“We must act decisively to align to
the change in customer behaviour
and competition from OTT services
because if we don’t reposition now,
we run the risk of being completely
misaligned and we put everyone’s

jobs at risk.”
The employees were notified on
Friday afternoon but the union has
not been officially informed, “which

makes the process unlawful”, the
Information Communication and
Technology Union (ICTU) said in a
statement. Source: eNCA
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SANBS launch drones to
transport blood to remote areas
This is an innovative step to the future, accessing lifesaving blood products in rural areas

T

he South African National Blood Service (SANBS) launched the first
TRON unmanned Aerial drone system to deliver blood for emergency situation
in remote areas.
Vereeniging and Sebokeng are the first areas
in the country where the drones will be tested.
The hospitals were carefully selected based
on the semi-rural areas between the two hospitals as well as the amount of “emergency
blood” cases.
The aerial drone was developed by a German
Company called Quantum.
“This is an innovative step to the future, ac- mortality rate of patients in need of blood,”
cessing lifesaving blood products in rural ar- said CEO of SANBS Dr Jonathan Louw.
eas,” said the company.
The drone can carry at least 4 units which is
“The idea was born out of a discussion with 2 Kg of blood.
the Department of Heath on how to improve
blood supply to remote areas and reduce the The Drone flight by SANBS can be done for
as little as R10.
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Case against Julius Malema
postponed to 8 November
Johanna Molokomme

E

conomic Freedom Fighter
leader Julius
Malema appeared at
the Supreme Court of
Appeal in Bloemfontein on Friday morning
were his case was
postponed to 8 November.
Malema is charged for
contravening the
Riotous Assemblies
Act of 1956. In 2014
during the party’s
elective conference,
the EFF president
encouraged members to
occupy land.
The case has been postponed pending the outcome
of the High Court applica-

tion challenging the constitutionality of the act.
Malema faces the same
charge for encouraging
supporters to occupy land in
KwaZulu-Natal in 2016.
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“The event today is a testimony and demonstration that the life and legacy of Es’kia will continue to be cherished”.
Karabo Moropa

T

he city of Tshwane’s Community and social development
services department has
hosted the 100 years centenary
celebration of Es’kia Mphahlele.
The purpose of the day was to remember one of the renowned, teacher, writer, social commentary and
African Philosopher.
He was born on the 17th of December 1919 and died on 27th of October
2008 at the age of 89. Mphahlele was
prolific South African writer who
produced outstanding work on education, literature, culture and social
commentary. He was an educationist, a testimony and demonstration that
artist, activist and African humanist.
the life and legacy of Es’kia will
This year marks the 100 centenary of continue to be cherished and celebrated. For this celebration, the City
Es’kia Mphahle from 1919 to 2019.
of Tshwane, Community and SocialThey recognise the year because his
Development Service, Library and
work is continuing to cultivate and
inspire the world. The event today is Arts/Culture Division is trying to

28th July 2004, the city of Tshwane
renamed the library after him.
Most of his writing reflect on his life
and experiences that shaped, broadened and sharped his literacy abilities. That made it very easy for the
City to regard him as one of theirs,
because of his traces which are well
marked on his writings and books.
Es’kia Mphahlele wrote and published autobiographies, works of
fiction, short stories, two verse plays
and a number of poems and research
articles. The library provides services to more than 100 000 persons
remind the community of Tshwane
every year and houses about 190 000
about the immense contribution made books.
by Mphahlele to the development of
The Tshwane Heritage Resource
teaching and literature.The construc- Centre in the library is a reference
tion of the Sammy Marks Library
centre that specialises in the general
started in 1991 and it only opened its information and history of the
doors to the public in 1993. On the
Tshwane.
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NUMSA
members stage a sit
in at Lanxess mine
Karabo Moropa

M

embers of the National
Union of Metalworkers of
South Africa (NUMSA) in
the North West have been staging a
sit in underground at Lanxess mines
since Wednesday morning. They are
protesting against the sexual harassment and victimization of a female
worker.
Approximately 200 workers are
protesting because one of their
members was allegedly sexually

said that women should not fall
pregnant within the first 6 months of
employment because they cost the
company money. They complained
about this in writing, but HR manager did nothing about it, and it is
therefore no surprise that this environment is a hostile workplace for
women.
Lanxess is a company which has a
history of brutalising workers. It
does not respect the rights of work-

C

ity Power CEO Lerato Setshedi has ordered an investigation into an invalid tender
that has been awarded. Setshedi
asked City of Johannesburg to task
special investigation unit to probe
into how the tendering process at the
power supplier is being handled in
the throughout process procedure.
General Shadrack sibiya will be
handed this task
investigation.“Internal investigation
by City Johannesburg cannot investigate a situation where our own
officials may be suspected of possible wrong doings,” said Sibiya.

While the City did not specifically
say which tender it was referring to,
bidders had challenged the irregularities of the tender process.
“There are clear irregularities in the
scoring and a reasonable suspicion of
manipulation process” says Judge
Roland Sutherland. Successful
bidders will temporarily continue
offering their services for three
months while this case will be
“reevaluated,” he added. City Power
is expecting its investigations to be
complete in six months and the
findings will be made public.

Waitress gets R18, 000 tip
for “amazing service”

harassed by a man who holds the
position of mine captain. The victim
reported the incident in August last
year. She was so traumatized that she
even went to a psychiatric hospital
for a few months due to her experience. The alleged perpetrator, has
never been suspended, and no disciplinary action has been taken against
him.
The management of the company
has been reluctant to deal decisively
and discipline him for harassing the
worker.
It is alleged that he tried to demand
sexual favours from her in exchange
for a full time position. She refused
his advances, and exposed him.
To make matters worse, management
is pressurising her to withdraw the
case, and they are unwilling to take
action against the mine captain.
The members also complain that one
of the contractors is alleged to have

ers to choose the union of their
choice. They have been undermining
and frustrating workers for joining
NUMSA. Even in this incident, the
victim is a NUMSA member and
they believe part of reason she is
being victimized is because of her
association with the trade union.
The management of Lanxess can no
longer justify protecting an alleged
sexual predator.
They have a duty to discipline the
mine captain and the HR manager
for the role they have played in the
suffering of a female worker.
NUMSA condemn mine management for refusing to allow their
officials to bring food and other
essential items to the workers who
are protesting underground.
NUMSA officials will continue to be
on site to deal with the situation and
support workers as much as possible.

A waitress at the Beerhouse in
Fourways, Ayanda had received a
tip of R18, 680- on a bill of R1 320.
The restaurant reported on its
website.
At first, she thought it was a mistake and called the duty manager
immediately to try and talk the
patron out of it, but the woman
said, “Ayanda’s service was amaz-

growing up in challenging circumstances that made her unable to
finish her matric. Ayanda wanted to
finish her matric and become a
paramedic.
The Beerhouse explained on its
website that Ayanda “was only
eight months old when her parents
got divorced which left her family
in a tough financial situation. She

ing and that she deserved every last
bit of the money.”
Beerhouse owner Randolf Jorberg
contacted the patron in a private
WhatsApp, the generous woman on
the phone insisted she had no
second thoughts about her donation, writing “I was of sound mind
when deciding to leave this tip.”

wasn’t able to go to school, because
her mother was always working
and didn’t complete her matric.”

Ayanda’s benefactor, who wishes to
remain anonymous, had been
moved by the young woman’s story

Ayanda plans to attend a school in
Alexandra where she can attend
night classes, so that she may
complete her matric.
She has also expressed an interest
in becoming a paramedic. In the
meantime, she has already started
the process of getting her driver’s
licence.”
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Mayile says he was never involved in ARP

H

uman Settlements, Urban Planning,
Cooperatives Governance and Traditional
Affairs MEC Lebohang Maile, says they
are concerned as the provincial government about
the allegations made by Johannesburg mayor
Herman Mashaba that 1.3 billion has been stolen.
Maile says this has been widely alleged without
any evidence. The MEC continued to say that he
cannot be accused of stealing money in the
Alexandra Renewal Project (ARP) because he

was never involved
in the project.
“The only benefit I
have from the government is my salary
and my pension that
I work for,” said the MEC. He added that it is
lacking of truth to say that nothing has been done
by the ARP. Maile continued to say that mayor
Mashaba uses the ARP as an excuse for lack of
service delivery. He called on people with evidence to come forward with information about
people who benefited unduly to the APR. “I am
interested to know, if there are people who did
wrong things, we want those people to be punished,” said Maile. He says they welcome the
probe by the mayor and hope the investigation

would provide them with information.Maile says
they are reviving a number of projects that were
killed by the city under Mashaba’s administration.
“The mayor likes playing victim, when he came
in he said he was fighting corruption and closed a
lot of projects,” said Maile. Maile said that they
will be putting pressure on Mashaba, not only for
Alexandra issues but on the issues of the city.“We
will be attacking him systematically, you cannot
be mayor and the only thing you do is complain
about the previous administration,” added the
MEC. Maile went on say Mashaba cannot run the
city by complaining. “Mayor Mashaba likes
complaining about corruption, I am not saying he
should not, he must and we are his partner in
fighting corruption by the way.
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COURSES OFFERED AT
TSHWANE SOUTH TVET COLLEGE
NATIONAL CERTIFICATE VOCATIONAL
*L2 - L4 :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tourism
Hospitality
Information Technology & Computer Science
Civil Engineering & Building Construction
Electrical Infrastructure Construction
Engineering & Related Design
Oﬃce Administration
Finance Economics & Accounting

PRE LEARNING PROGRAMME
• PLP – Pre Learning Programme (NEW)

REPORT 191: GENERAL STUDIES
*N4 - N6 :
• Intro Business Studies N4
• Intro Catering services N4
• Management Assistant
• Financial Management
• Hospitality Studies

REPORT 191: NATURAL SCIENCE
(ENGENEERING STUDIES)

*N4 - N6 :

• Electrical, Mechanical & Civil Engineering

SKILLS PROGRAMME
•
•
•
•

Clothing Production
Artisan Training
Gandhi – Mandela Centre of Specialisation for Artisan Skills (NEW)
Centre of Specialisation for tting & turning (NEW)

LEARNERSHIP
• Early Childhood Development
• Community House Building
• Building and Civil Construction
CAMPUS CONTACT DETAILS:

General Enquiries: 012 401 5000 Atteridgeville: 012 373 1200 Centurion: 012 660 8500/1 Pretoria West: 012 380 5000 Odi: 012 725 1800

Tshwane South TVET College has been selected as one of the Centres of
Specialisation for the elds of Mechanical Fitter and Fitter & Turning.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT : www.tsc.edu.za

FOLLOW US:
@OﬃcialTshwaneSouthCollege/
@tsc_tvet
@tsc_tvet
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South Africa wins students cluster competition in Germany

A

team of six South African undergraduate students has taken first
prize against 13 teams at the International Supercomputing Conference
(ISC) in Frankfurt, Germany. The spectacular success follows four days of
working on a selection of tests and applications to optimise and run their computer cluster to demonstrate the performance
of their chosen design. The competition
took place from 16 to 19 June 2019. The
team of four University of Cape Town
students and two University of the Witwatersrand students entered the very rigorous and fiercely contested competition
following their success at the national
round, where they beat nine other South
African teams. The team was one of the
few made up of 50% men and 50% women under the supervision of team advisors
and computer engineers David Macleod

and Matthew Cawood of the
CSIR’s Centre for High Performance
Computing
(CHPC), took on 102 members of teams from the United
Kingdom, United States of
America, China, Taiwan,
Spain, Switzerland, Estonia
and Singapore. The team took
first place with the highest
overall score for all the benchmarks they were given. The
team received a number of
sponsorships for this competition including hardware, software and training. The
total value of the South African team’s
cluster was about R6 million and comprised sponsorships from Dell EMC, Intel, Nvidia and Mellanox. According to
the team advisor and manager of the
CHPC’s Advanced Computer Engineer-

ing Lab, David Macleod, the South African team’s winning formula is to have
dedicated students and sponsors. “Our
sponsors are excellent and allowed the
team to choose equipment without restriction or compromise. In turn the students put in a lot of time and effort before
the competition and arrived at the competition well prepared,” he says.

“It really is excellent national progress. We have demonstrated consistently that talent and skills abound in
our country. These teams come from
different universities and provinces –
showing that this is now national
DNA,” says Dr Happy Sithole, Acting Director of the CHPC and Manager of the NICIS. The CHPC is an
initiative of the Department of Higher
Education, Science and Technology
and is one of the three pillars of South
Africa’s cyberinfrastructure sys-

tem. It is supported by the South African National Research Network for
transportation of data and the Data Intensive Research Initiative of South
Africa for the management and curation of data. NICIS is managed by the
CSIR. Source: CSIR

Brick-making skills unattractive for unemployed youth

O

n Wednesday cement producer PPC Cement hosted a brick
making workshop in Mamelodi East, which aimed at developing the skills of local youth to assist
them to participate meaningfully in
the economy and escape poverty, said
PPC’s plant manager Boitumelo Mnisi. Despite advertising of the free
workshop, the turn-out by Mamelodi
youth was unsatisfactory. Instead,
foreign nationals seemed to derive a

lot of value from the skills workshop.
As unemployment and a skills shortage amongst South African youth
continue to cause concern, some
young people shun gaining skills in
the industries they do not consider
“sexy”, such as brick-making. Mozambique national James Nyandoro,
the owner of brick making plant,
found the workshop to be highly beneficial and said he had improved his
skills. “It helped me with the skills to
make better bricks,

which will yield better profits,” said
Nyandoro.When asked why only a
few of his South Africans counterparts attended these workshop, Nyandoro, who has been in the country
since 2001 shrugged and said; “they
(South Africans) don’t like these
kinds of job and say it’s difficult. They
are scared of it,” Nyandoro adding
that the young South Africans who
ventured into these workshops were
in the minority. Through the interaction of Mams FM, the station found
out that many young South Africans

said this brick making job “ngeyabobhari” (it’s a fool’s job) and refused to
participate.“If you know that you
have suffered and you want to provide for your family, you cannot afford to be choosy when it comes to
employment,” said Joao Fulani from
Mozambique.Mnisi played down the
low uptake by South Africans youth
and said even if the majority of attendees were foreigners, “what matters is that they will assist in producing better-qualitybricks, which will
be used by locals to build our coun-
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Tshepo Makole foundation hand MOD to health department
“We have not given the department a speciﬁc deadline to respond”

T

shepo Makole Youth Empowerment Foundation handed
over the memorandum of
demand to the Gauteng MEC of
Health Mr. Bandile Masuku, Head of
Department professor Mkhululi
Lukhele on 14 June 2019.
On the memorandum, the foundation
said that they are concerned about
the lack of diligence the department
has shown in some of their health
facilities including Bheki Mlangeni
Hospital, Mamelodi Hospital and

Chris Hani Baragwanath hospital.
The foundation’s memorandum is
aimed at putting focus on the crisis
that compromises the health of
millions of South Africans who rely
on public healthcare in the province.
Although the foundation is focused
on community development and
youth empowerment, Tshepo Makole, the founder of the organization,
says they are concerned about the
spate of elderly abuse in health
facilities referring to recent incident
at Mamelodi hospital where a

76-year-old was tied to a bench for 8
hours, conduct by healthcare professional, shortage of nurses in health
facilities, lack of security, and shortage of medicines amongst other
things.
“We have not given the department a
specific deadline to respond to our
memorandum, however they need to
prioritise on our probes. Should they
turn a blind eye, we will take it to the
streets.” The office of Gauteng
Health MEC could not be reached
for comment.

Limpopo’s
acting
Provincial
Commissioner of the
South
African
Police
Service

A

Major
General Jan
Scheepers
condemned
brutal acts
crimes
following an
incident that
occurred on
Saturday

where a man
killed his
three
children at
Ngaleng
village,
Limpopo.
It is
alleged that
a

mother is suing Gauteng
Health MEC after one of
her twins die due to the
fact that they were place under
one incubator.
The mother, who can’t be named
as she was not yet 18 when the
incident occurred, said in papers
before the North Gauteng High
Court that the babies were born
in 2015.

It is alleged that the victim is
suing Gauteng Health millions of
rands in damages.
It was stated in the court papers
that she filed that on May 14,
2015 she was rushed to Kalafong
Hospital where caesarean section
was successfully performed and
gave birth to twins. However one
of the babies fell ill and they
were placed under one incubator.

Maternity ward overcrowded
at Tembisa Hospital

D

ue to high demand of healthcare
services at Tembisa Hospital,
maternity ward was recently
overcrowded and critically ill patients are
still admitted despite wards reaching their
capacity. According to African News
Agency, there were photos and posts
showing overcrowding of patients at the
facility, from nurses affiliated to the
Young Nurses Indaba Trade (YNITU),
who were frustrated and expressing their
frustrations over the situation. Pictures
showed overcrowding at maternity ward
where nurses had to take care of 192
patients at the hospital, while their
maximum number was 51 patients.
Tembisa Hospital gave a statement
indicating that admitting more than
expected number of patients on the
ward is not good. They said the
demand is high due to increase on
burden of diseases and it made this
unavoidable.“The situation is caused
by lower level hospitals close by,
which could be used for down referral
purposes. The ward was supposed to
have four midwives but due to ill
health to one of the midwives, there

were three midwives. There were also
three enrolled nurses and one operational
manager. In total there were seven staff
members in the ward”, the hospital
statement stated. In addition, according to
the statement, the ward had 80 pregnant
patients and the hospital serves a population of 1.2 million and delivers more than
1 400 babies in a month. All in all the
hospital delivers second highest number
of babies in the country. “The hospital
called on the community of Tembisa and
its surrounding areas to use primary
healthcare centres and local government
clinics closer to their homes. This will
ensure that Tembisa hospital uses its
resources on critical patients”.
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Crime

Eskom welcomes court judgement on Trillian
Staﬀ Writer

E

skom on Friday welcomed the judgment
handed down by the
Pretoria High Court which
instructed Trillian Capital to
pay back all the money it
received from the power
utility.
“The Eskom Board has welcomed the judgment handed
down by the Pretoria High
Court this week where Trillian is
required to pay back all the moneys
they received from Eskom between
August 2016 and February 2017 in
the absence of valid contracts and, in
some cases, where no work was
done,” said Eskom.
It said R600 million is due, together
with interest calculated from the Day
of Judgment to the date of payment.
Trillian is further required to pay for
the costs of the application including
the costs of three counsel.
This as the Court on Tuesday ordered

the Gupta-linked advisory firm to pay
Eskom the money it received illegally. Eskom Board chairman Jabu
Mabuza said the power utility is
looking forward to receiving the
money from Trillian.
“In addition, we urge all corporates
who conducted business with Eskom
illegally to come forward voluntarily
so we can start the process of getting
funds that were paid in the course of
those assignments.
“Our resolve, together with management, to recover all ill-gotten gains
from the period of what has become

Ntsoaki Toloane

D

ue to high rate of robbery at
gunpoint happening to taxi
drivers in Ga-Rankuwa,
Pretoria, by criminals who pretend to
be commuters, taxi owners made a
commitment to search taxi’s to
ensure passengers safety.
During their search operation, taxi
owners put reflector jackets and
gather along the road. Once the taxi
stops, they search all the passengers.
Taxi owner Jafta Selebi said last
month, criminals who pretended to
be commuters robbed six Ga-Rankuwa taxi drivers and commuters at
gunpoint.

“The criminals work in pairs and
would disembark from a taxi along
the way, and one would point a
firearm at the driver while others are
busy searching the commuters. We
had to stand as they are putting our
commuters’ safety at risk”, said
Selebi.
Selebi added that criminals do not
target Ga-Rankuwa taxis only, but
taxis from Hammanskraal, Mabopane and Soshanguve are also
targeted.
“In other areas, there has been eight
attacks and more as they took action
late. We need co-operation to com-

known as state capture at Eskom will
persist until all moneys due to Eskom
have been recovered,” he said.
Eskom initiated legal action to
recover unlawful payments made to
Trillian in 2018, following a longdrawn process from 2017 when
Eskom first served Trillian with a
letter of demand that was later
inexplicably withdrawn by previous
management.
Mabuza said Eskom continues to
work closely with and provide all the
support to the law enforcement
authorities. Source:SAnews

muters so that everyone gets home
safe”, he said.
Commuter Gideon Mothapisi said
they have to fight criminals because
in other incidents where robbery
occur, some of the people get injured. He added that they do not
mind the coldness as it is winter, but
wants ensure that people get home
safely.
“Most of commuters are confident to
take part to end these criminal
activities, as long as the owners kept
up the momentum. Owners will
continue the search until we are safe
again”, said Mothapisi.

SUPPORT
COMMUNITY
MEDIA
ADVERTISE
WITH US
CALL US ON:
010 035 4924
/ 061 412 6739
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Majodina refute claims Ramaphosa’s SONA was a dream
Johanna Molokomme

T

he African National Congress
(ANC) Chief Whip, Pemmy
Majodina, disproven claims made
by opposition parties that President
Ramaphosa’s State of the Nation Address
was a dream with no tangible solution on
growing economy.
Majodina was speaking during the joint
seating of parliament where 14 political
parties engaged in a tough debate of the
SONA which was delivered by the president last.
While most opposition parties where
disappointed with the speech, Majodina
says there is no revolution without a
dream.
“Any revolution without a dream is a dead
dream. And therefore the President has
outlined more than 21 practical concrete
plans on how to take South Africa forward. Therefore you may revisit your
State of the Nation documents. The
President was very specific on how to

KaMagwaza-Msibi resigns
as Member of Parliament

N

ational Freedom Party (NFP)
leader Zanele kaMagwazaMsibi is the latest Member of
Parliament (MP) to resign from the
National Assembly.
Parliament

spokesperson

Mothapo confirmed her resignation
on social media.

“It is unclear who will replace kaMagwaza-Msibi, as this would be up to
the NFP to decide who it sends to the
Moloto National Assembly in her place.”

Zuma to testify at the
zondo commission

F

ormer President Jacob Zuma’s lawyer has now confirmed to Eyewitness News
he would make himself available to
the state capture commission of inquiry in July.
The Business Day has quoted Zuma’s lawyer Daniel Mantsha saying that there was no guarantee that
the former head of state would testify or answer any questions when

he appears between 15 and 19 of
July.
Zuma still believes the inquiry was
biased against him and lacked the
requisite impartiality.
The former statesman has been implicated in corruption and state
capture allegations by several witnesses including former GCIS director-general Themba Maseko and
former Finance Minister Nhlanhla
Nene.

grow the economy,” says Majodina.
Speaking after Majodina, Democratic
Alliance (DA) leader, Mmusi Maimane,
has called on government to come up with
bold decisions to grow the economy and
address escalating unemployment, particularly among the youth.
Meanwhile, on July 27, the National
Assembly will hold its first ordinary
plenary sitting since its establishment.
“This sitting is scheduled to elect National
Assembly House Chairpersons, National
Assembly members to the Pan-African
Parliament, to designate members to serve
in the Southern African Development
Community Parliamentary Forum and on
the Judicial Services Commission and the
Magistrates Commission,” said Parliament spokesperson Moloto Mothapo.
Also scheduled for July 27, is a meeting
of the National Assembly Programme
Committee, at 08:30, to further finalise
dates for debating the Budget Votes of
government departments and entities.

TOP REPS WANTED
Organic

Assential Cosmetics
JHB

Top Reps Required With :
Reliable own car to market
Hair , Skin & Scalp Assessment
machine to hair
Saloons in Gauteng & Surroundings
Free Training ,
Top Commision + Petrol Allowance
Call Dr J. Mataung
087 807 7475 or 083 512 6996
or 073 501 2482
The Green House
Wolmarans & Klein Str. JHB
Joubert Park
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Sho Madjozi scooped
prestigious BET award
Limpopo Champions League

T

In her acceptance speech, the
jovial Limpopo Champions
League album maker struggled to
hold back the tears and encouraged
“You can be from any village and
girls to never change who they are to any forgotten part of the world and
get ahead.
still be a star. For the girls who come
from where I’m from, Limpopo, I

just want to say you don’t have to
change who you are,” she said.
Sho Madjozi is the first female South
African artist to bag a BET Award.

Oscar Buthelezi for scoops

International Choreography Awards
Oscar Buthelezi. The talent in him is
amazing and no wonder he’s taking
the world by storm in performance
arts. Congratulations to him and his
team for putting South Africa in the

Buthelezi bagged three
awards including the main
one for his dance piece ‘The
Road’, at the international
competition which featured
19 top finalists from across
the world.
He arrives back in South
Africa on Monday, at the
OR Tambo International
Airport with the following awards:
Residency (scholarship) in Australia
Dance Company; the Audience
Choice; and the Jury Award which is
the main one.
MEC Hlophe says; “South Africa
will have to get used to the name

A QUAINT DURBAN
GEM ON DIAGONAL
STREET
- With Amraj Dursan

A

The first test for any reputable
Indian eatery is the quality of the
samoosa. My favorite has always
been the lamb mince samosa and
it is tricky to perfect. Some
establishments consider adding
soya to enhance the flavor
(which does not work) while
others simply fail to achieve the
right balance between the meat
and onion-spice-herb mixture.

On the category she was nominated for, Madjozi was up against
Teniola Apata from Nigeria,
Headie One and Octavian from
the UK, and France’s Jokair and
Nesly.

G

Entertainment

lways on the lookout for
authentic Durban
flavours, I recently discovered a quaint take-away/
restaurant proclaiming its menu
as having the “flava” from the
tropical seaside city. I had to try
it.

he Limpopo-born Xitsonga
musician Sho Madjozi
scooped the Best New
International Act accolade at the
prestigious 2019 BET Awards in
Los Angeles.

auteng MEC for Sport, Arts,
Culture and Recreation
Mbali Hlophe has congratulated Oscar Buthelezi for his exploits
at the 33rd International Competition
for Choreographers in
Hanover, Germany on
Saturday.

27 June- 3 July 2019

map. “A product of our dance
programme Motjeko Dance, he
continues to make us proud as
Gauteng for having helped found his
success. We are glad to have been
there when his passion was ignited,
which is what we want to do for
every young person within the

spaces we operate -the arts and sport.
“We congratulate and celebrate him
and wish his star to grow bigger and
brighter. His exploits are going a
long way to growing and changing
the face of performance arts. He’s an
inspiration to many
young people with
talent, passion and
hard work”, concludes MEC Hlophe.
Buthelezi has earned
international acclaim
for his bold choreography and the brilliant style and sensitivity of his dance.
He is 6-time and only winner of the
acclaimed Kurt Jooss Choreography
Awards held in Germany every
3-years.
He is the 2019 recipient of the
prestigious Naledi Theatre Award for
Best Original Choreography in a
musical- ‘The Colour Purple’.

Lamb is also one of the more
fatty meats and if the filling for
the samoosa does not have the
fat cooked out, it can become
messy to eat. The lamb mince
samoosa from “The SpiceBoys”
on the Diagonal Street side of
Gardees Arcade did not disappoint. The samoosas were as
meaty as they were spicy and the
balance between the two was just
delicious. They do cost a little
more than your average samoosa, but then again, “The SpiceBoys” samoosas are extraordinary.
As with all of the take-aways,
having a similar set-up as “The
SpiceBoys”, there is the traditional Friday Lamb Breyani
Special. This too, I consider an
indication of authenticity as it is
difficult to prepare all of the
complex flavors that are required
to make this wholesome rice and
meat dish.
Needless to add, the lamb breyani was delicious and I regretted
opting for the medium portion.
If there is any improvement to be
made, it will be with the dhal
accompaniment which, while it
burst with every “flava” of a
pukka Durban dhal, was still a
little too whole for my preference.
The everyday menu at “The
SpiceBoys” has your run-of-themill lunch rolls and sandwiches,
all of which have the “flava” that
is promised. I have yet to try out
the curries and bunny chows, but
judging from the samoosa and
breyani, I am certain there will
not be disappointment.
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Sports

Former Banyana Banyana
captain to open soccer academy
Mkwenyana Mateboho

A

“I’m very vocal about issues surrounding
women’s football and this opportunity will
give me a platform to talk more about that
and change people’s perspectives.”

n ambassador for the Woman
World Cup and Former
Banyana Banyana player,
Portia Modise is thrilled to opening
her own soccer academy.
Although she was still fit for the
game when she retired, Modise says
age is catching up and she doesn’t
want to be looked as though she
cannot play anymore.
“Football really changed my life not
to be cliché but it really did, Age is
catching up and I don’t want to be
that player people look at and think,
‘She can’t do it anymore’.”
Modise may no longer be playing but
she remains one of most recognisable faces in women’s football as she
is the only player to score more than
100 international goals in Africa.
Modise says she will use her football
experience to promote women’s
soccer.
“I’m very vocal about issues surrounding women’s football and this

opportunity will give me a platform
to talk more about that and change
people’s perspectives.”
It is time to give back to the community, says Portia.
“I want to be involved in the development of young upcoming stars
because there is nothing as pleasing
as planting something and watching
it grow, that’s the best gift.
“I’m happy I can give youngsters
from around my community an
opportunity to do something they
love,” she says.
She is already hard at work launching her own soccer school, Portia
Modise’s Academy.
“I’m busy with my academy and
I’m in talks with the municipality to
let us use the newly built Jabavu
Stadium for training.”
The academy, which is presently
funded by Portia, will hopefully soon
be in a position to start holding trials
for young players. She is optimistic
she can bring change to the sport
where she made her mark.

Bafana Bafana fell 1-0 to Ivory Coast
Johanna Molokomme

B

afana Bafana made a losing start to their
AFCON 2019 match when they fell 1-0 to
Ivory Coast in blazing Al Salam Stadium,
Cairo on Monday.
A breakaway goal by Jonathan Kadjia in the 63rd
minute, was the difference between the two well
matched teams.
That makes Friday’s match against Namibia a
must win, something Coach Stuart Baxter admitted to. The match started at a tepid pace due to
stifling heat but it was the West Africans who
came close in the first half when Pepe’s 31st
minute strike hit the cross bar.
From the follow up, outstanding Ronwen Williams made a world class save in a one on one
situation to deny Ivory Coast the opener.
Ivory Coast sat back and relied more on counter
attacks after the goal, something that frustrated
South Africa.
The defeat makes the derby against Namibia a
must win and Baxter said they would go for it.
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Our Family Is Progressive.

We are more than
just a landlord.
We create homes
where you can flourish
&

LOVE WHERE
YOU LIVE
JEPPE OVAL

ELANGENI

27 Browning Street, Jeppestown

79 Alberts Street, Marshalltown

2 Bed R4970

2 Bed R5570

PAY NO DEPOSIT

Thulani 082 523 4594

(Ts & Cs apply)

Jas 082 944 6647

VALUE ADDED SERVICES
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

24-hr security
Parking
On public transport routes
Adult Vitality Programme
Men's Forums
Bursary Programme
Hardship cover
Funeral assistance
Playrooms & playgrounds for your kids (under
supervision by JHC facilitators)

Facebook/JHCsa/

Twitter/JHC_SA

www.jhc.co.za

